SHARE MY DATA

TRANSCRIPT:

[Voiceover] We believe that access to customer-authorized energy information will enable the data driven products and solutions that are key to a brighter future. Organizations of all sizes are tapping into these rich sources of data to create tools for better energy management. And inspiring projects that help all kinds of businesses thrive. That’s why we created Share My Data; a platform designed to get the most value from energy information. It’s a complete behind-the-scenes look at energy usage. Gathered, packaged, and delivered via secure web-based APIs where innovators like you can apply it to game-changing solutions, moving all of us towards lower energy costs and greater sustainability. And that’s good for the customer, good for the environment, and good for your business. Visit the Share My Data homepage to get started today. We’ll guide you through the approval process. Because supporting energy technology innovation is one more way that, together, we are building a better California. Find out more at pge.com/sharemydata.

AUDIO DESCRIPTION:
This video shows how sharing information about the ways PG&E customers use energy will benefit our society. We begin with the sun rising over a city, then see a skyscraper and an example of a live energy dashboard. Examples of energy management tools appear near other businesses. Then we see an animation showing how Share My Data technology takes in information about energy usage and costs, and outputs information on cost and energy savings, as well as action plans. Shared via secure API, we see the information being used by innovators to come up with new solutions for intelligent energy management on a building project. Then we see a brief overview of the approval process. The closing graphics reads: Find out more at pge.com/sharemydata.